LaGrange Police Chief Awarded Honorary Doctorate, First to Receive Honorary Doctorate of Law at CPU

LaGrange, Ga. December 24, 2018 – LaGrange Police Chief Lou Dekmar was recently awarded the Honorary Doctorate Degree from the Central Police University, or CPU, in Taoyuan City, Taiwan.

Dekmar is the Immediate Past President of the IACP, or International Association of Chiefs of Police, and helped secure the rights of Taiwan’s participation in IACP conferences as well as created various exchange opportunities.
“When Chief Dekmar was the president of IACP, he helped us a lot in protecting our country’s rights and interests during the time we joined the IACP annual conferences. We thank Dr. Dekmar for successfully assisting Taiwan in inviting fifteen chiefs of police from different countries to participate in the 2018 International Forum on Police Cooperation in Taiwan,” said Interior Minister Kuo-Yung Hsu.

“To honor and appreciate Dr. Dekmar’s extraordinary contribution and all-out effort in assisting our country to expand communication with international police organizations, Director-General Chen of National Police Agency and I are very pleased to recommend Dr. Dekmar as an Honorary Doctorate nominee of Central Police University.”

The Central Police University, or CPU, is the highest educational institution for police education in Taiwan.

“It was a distinct privilege to be recognized by the Central Police University. I was particularly honored to receive the award from their Minister of Interior,” said Dekmar. “The partnerships we have formed attest to the challenges we face in the police profession, which are very much shared on a global level.” Dekmar is only the second person to receive an Honorary Doctorate at CPU and the first to obtain an Honorary Doctorate of Law.
Media Contact: Katie Mercer Van Schoor, City of LaGrange Marketing/Communications Manager, kvanschoor@lagrangega.org (706) 883-2055

To keep up with the latest news involving the City of LaGrange, go to www.lagrangega.org or follow us on Facebook at facebook.com/laGrangegagov, Twitter at @lagrangegagov, & Instagram at instagram.com/cityoflagrangega.
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